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Class 1. Wednesday, August 21 
Defining Strategic Policy Advocacy 
	  
This class frames the course by identifying five concepts or essential elements of an 
advocacy strategy to bring about chance in social conditions or public policy:  Tactics, 
Targets, Messages, a Desired Future State and a Theory of Change that states how the 
mix of tactics, messages will influence the targets, and how changes in the likely 
behavior of the targets will influence the  flow of future events towards, and not away 
from our preferred path.   
	  
Required Readings: 

	  

Martin Luther King, Jr., “Letter from a Birmingham Jail” 
	  

Conner, Roger L. and Ben Shaine, “Elements of an Advocacy Strategy.”   
	  
Required Exercise: 
	  
King’s letter is a brilliant example of strategic advocacy.  After reading the letter and 
the essay by Conner and Shaine, answer the following questions.  As you prepare your 
answer, make notes about the specific line number in the letter where you find the 
answer.   
 
1. List the audiences King had in mind for his letter. 
2. What was his message for each of the audiences? 
3. What did he want each of the targeted actors or stakeholder groups to do? 
4. Messages:  Identify specific quotations from the letter that: 

4.1. Attempt to frame the immediate conflict in Birmingham and the problems that 
gave rise to the conflict; 

4.2. Frame the broader conflict in a wider context; 
4.3. It is commonplace common for advocates to comment publicly on their own 

interests and on the interests and motives of those who disagree.  How does King 
characterize the other parties to the conflict? 

5. Desired future state; Path Forwards 
5.1. What does he say that the various targets of the letter in Birmingham need to do 

to resolve the immediate conflict; 
5.2. How does he describe the Desired Future State in Birmingham?  In the nation? 
5.3. The letter contains very few specific statements about changes in law, court 

rulings or agency policies needed for a resolution to the conflicts.  What might 
have been King’s reasons?   

6. Tactics; Find passages that:  
6.1. Explain and defend the tactics being employed by his supporters in Birmingham 
6.2. Criticize the tactics of others 
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7. Theory of Change 
7.1. Find passages where King is explicit about his Working Hypotheses about what 

will be required in order to influence the targets to change. 
7.2. King rejects some alternative Theories of Change in the letter.  What messages is 

he trying to convey with these sections of the letter? 
8. Perspective of other participants  

8.1. Try to imagine a conversation between King and those working with him, in 
which they discuss their proposed message.  Can you make an argument that he 
should be more realistic, harsh or negative in his public description of the other 
sides and their motives?  What do you think his answer might have been 

8.2. Try to imagine a conversation among the White business owners of 
Birmingham.   

8.2.1. What was their strategy?   
8.2.2. What options could they have considered?   
8.2.3. What was their likely perception of King’s wants, values and 

interests? 
8.2.4. What were factors that clouded their vision of King?  
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An Analytic Template for Public Policy Advocates1 
Roger Conner and Ben Shaine © 2014  

v 8.6.1 

 

Introduction 
  

Outcomes in the public life of a community are the product of a myriad of variables including 
natural forces, social conditions and public policy.  Public PolicyAdvocacy is an effort to alter the 
flow of events and outcomes by influencing social conditions or policy choices.  Such advocacy 
is happening all of the time at every level, from a local school’s effort to stop bullying to the Tea 
Party campaign against Obamacare to international petition drives to prevent suppression of 
Tibetans by the Chinese government. 

While some of the people who engage in policy advocacy are full-time professionals, by far the 
majority does so as individual citizens, members of associations and professionals (including 
lawyers) who represent clients.  Most law students will engage in public policy advocacy at some 
point in their professional careers. 

As with any such activity, some people are better at it than others, consistently making better 
choices about what to do and when to do it.  Based on observations over many years, effective 
advocates are made, not born; their skills are acquired, not instinctive; yet instruction in advocacy 
is not part of college, law school or graduate school curricula.   

There is a substantial literature for public policy courses that describes how to analyze problems, 
develop alternatives, make decisions and evaluate results.  Other social scientists have produced 
theories and frameworks to predict why and when certain decisions are made.  The Advocacy 
Template synthesizes insights from leading frameworks and theories2 with practical experience 
into ten questions that can help advocates to be more systematic in the planning and execution of 
their strategies.  

Before introducing the questions one caveat is in order.  Scientists who study decision-making 
have identified two different processes by which humans respond and act: An intuitive mode in 
which judgments and decisions are made automatically and rapidly, and a controlled mode that is 
conscious, deliberate and slower.3  The Analytic Template will feel awkward and even artificial at 
first, but our working hypothesis is that advocates who use as a checklist or tool when they have 
the luxury of time will develop habits to help them make better decisions when the pressure is on.  

We invite you to try it for a few months; after that, take what you can use and leave the rest 
behind. 

  

                                                
1 Version 8.13.4 
2 For a summary of the four frameworks see Appendix 1, pp 8 - 10.  
3 Daniel Kahneman, “A Perspective on Judgment and Choice,” 58 American Psychologist 697- 
720 (2003). 
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The Analytic Template 
The Template is a series of questions.  The questions cannot be answered in any strict order.  As 
each is related to the others, completing the exercise is an iterative process. The ten questions are: 

1.  What’s happening? 
2. What’s been happening? 
3. Who are the players? 
4. Who is “we?” 
5. What do we want? 
6. Who is “they?” 
7. What do they want? 
8. What’s our default or planned strategy? 
9. What is their likely strategy? 
10. What do we see when we play the movie forwards? 
11.  Go back to #8 

 

1.  What’s happening?     

As noted earlier, public policy unfolds through a confusing, mass of people, information, events, 
and pressures.  To make decisions, Advocates have to focus on a piece of the interconnected mass 
that is delimited in space and time. A good answer to this question starts with, “Our situation 
is . . .”  
 
To create a mental picture of the situation, imagine that the flow of events is suddenly frozen, 
creating a tableau that can be examined from all sides.  Or think like a journalist and describe the 
most important features of the situation from your point of view.  For example, consider the first 
night Martin Luther King, Jr. spent in jail during the Birmingham boycott campaign. He might 
have said  
 

The Birmingham campaign has continued for months.  The business owners have not 
backed down. Our numbers are growing.  We have adhered to the principles of 
nonviolence despite many provocations and arrests.  The national spotlight continues to 
be on Birmingham.  Bull Connor has not yet “lost it” and created an incident. I feel a 
need to answer a full-page ad from local ministers calling us outsiders, but I am in jail.  

 
Academics in Public policy and political science use “stages” models like this one:  

 
           In-between                  Recognition  
 

                    On the Agenda 
 
                       Implementation               Decision   

 
The most common and longest phase is what we call in-between or equilibrium.4  The basic 
policy choices were made in the past; any changes made will be incremental and tend to benefit 
the dominant advocacy coalition. Problems may be festering, but the attention of high-level 

                                                
4 See Punctuated Equilibrium, Appendix, p 9. 
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leaders is elsewhere.   Advocates who prefer the status quo are content; those who want change 
need to generate a recognition phase.  

From time to time, something happens to cause policy elites to take notice.  A shift into the 
recognition phase can be triggered by a myriad of factors, from a dramatic event to an unexpected 
court decision. 

The recognition phase is short-lived most of the time, and matters revert back to in-between.   In a 
small number of cases attention escalates until it reaches a critical mass, at which time insiders 
sense that the issue is on the agenda.  In this phase, affected groups mobilize to push their 
favorite short-term policy objectives.  Enthusiasm often wanes, in which case the process reverts 
to in-between, but if individuals with formal authority or leadership positions introduce specific 
proposals, the decision phase is ushered in, at which time the entire universe of relevant factions 
becomes engaged.  Advocates who see opportunity press for action, while those who favor the 
status quo will use delay tactics.   
 
In most cases enthusiasm wanes or the clock runs out, and the issue falls back to in-between.  In 
any event the pressures of the decision phase cannot last forever, and eventually the issue must be 
decided or deferred.  With deferral the issue falls back towards in-between.  A decision triggers 
the implementation phase.  Sophisticated advocacy groups with resources stay engaged, as 
important choices remain, but most will turn their attention elsewhere.  After rules are written and 
compromises made, the issue reverts to in-between.  
 
These are broad generalizations, to be sure.  A good situation description will place the current 
moment somewhere in a cyclical sequence like this one, indicate whether there is momentum for 
change, and whether the current state of affairs is hopeful or threatening 

 
2. What's been happening? 
 
History is never repeated, but it contains lessons that illuminate the immediate situation. One 
helpful tool for mapping the past flow of events is suggested by political scientist John Kingdon.  
His Multiple Streams model asserts that the policy process is made up of people who live and 
work in three different domains or streams: the problem stream, the policy stream and the 
political stream.5  

Following Kingdon, creating three parallel timelines is a good way to start mapping the context.  
The “problem stream” is about outcomes.  Most citizens live in this stream most of the time, 
being far more interested in the crime rate than an abstruse debate over the causes of crime or the 
advantages independent parole boards.  To sketch the problem stream, look for significant points 
of deflection in long-term trend lines. Write down the dates and a description of stories and high 
visibility events frequently mentioned in long-form articles in magazines, major newspapers or 
and reliable web sites.  

The “policy stream” includes specialists who spend their professional lives thinking, writing, 
reading and arguing over cause and effect of laws, rules, policies, social norms and institutional 
arrangements and other variables.  It also includes the specialists who actually write legislation or 

                                                
5 Kingdon, John W. Agendas, Alternatives, and Public Policies (Longman Classics Edition). 2nd ed. 
Longman, 2002. See Appendix 
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agency rulings.  The policy timeline is the place to note the name and dates of major legislation, 
court decisions and agency action.  

The political stream is dominated by elections, selection of political appointees, political 
movements, significant shifts in public opinion and changes in social norms.  

Kingdon argues that the three streams flow along independently most of the time, until a 
triggering event causes the streams to merge.  The linkage between the problem, policy and 
political streams generates the energy to propel an issue through the recognition phase through to 
major policy change.  With this in mind, find major policy changes and work backwards to fill in 
what was happening in the problem and political streams. 

The historical sections of the three timelines can be quite sketchy; moving toward the present 
they should become denser with details. 

 

3. Who are the players?   

Just as a play has characters, every Action Situation has a finite list of actual and potential actors. 
In every Action Situation some individual or group has the power of decision; for example, the 
Chair controls the agenda of a Congressional sub-committee, whereas a majority vote is requited 
to report a bill to full committee.  There will be groups and institutions that already active and 
others who are likely to become involved if the issue gets on the agenda.  There will be advocates 
with preferences and resources.  There are likely to be others in the role of experts to be consulted, 
interlocutors who step forward when negotiations or needed, and sometimes individuals who play 
a mediating role.   

To construct a list of Players ask:  Who is actively engaged in the current Situation?  Who 
represents or assists the person or body with the power of decision?   Who is automatically 
involved by virtue of their position?  Who is likely to become involved based on past experience?   
Who represents the stakeholders most directly affected by the outcome?  

When creating a roster of active players, it is useful to get beyond generic titles such as “police 
department” or “prosecutor’s office” if possible, because each individual has unique wants, 
interests, needs and skills.   

In very large-scale Action Situations the number of players can be quite large, but even then a 
smaller number of people will be most important to know about—the relative handful of people 
who have much more influence than the rest.  As to these influential players, it is useful to create 
a social network map to uncover connections among the principal players.  Given the amount of 
information available on the web, there is no excuse for relying on stereotypes rather than data to 
predict the likely responses of key players.  

 

4. Who is “we?”  

Policy advocacy is a group sport, and individual advocates are part of a “we.”  The first circle is 
made up of an employer, client, or coalition of peers; it is an entity with a socially constructed 
identity including a name, mission, history, constituency, positions and a self-image.   

Advocates also operate in large networks including other people and organizations.  Political 
Scientist Paul Sabatier argues that the best way to understand and classify these networks is to use 
the Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF).  While John Kingdon was motivated to learn why 
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certain policies are suddenly on the agenda for decision and change, Sabatier created the ACF to 
why the direction of policy stays the same for long periods of time.  

Sabatier starts with the premise that most policymaking occurs within subsystems where actors, 
agencies and groups specialize in the same subject matter, often for decades. Within a policy 
domain, two to four Advocacy Coalitions will emerge, each made up of “actors from a variety of 
public and private institutions . . . who share a set of basic beliefs” about cause and effect, and 
who work in a coordinated fashion “to manipulate the rules, budgets and personnel of 
governmental institutions in order to achieve these goals over time." 6  

To understand “we”, an advocate needs to know which Advocacy Coalition is “ours” and where 
“we” stand within it. 

Another useful way to define “we” is by describing our niche and our level.  Some work for and 
elected official, a political appointee or a public agency, each of which has a role based on statute 
or custom.  Among NGOs, some produce research; some lobby for change; others do education 
or litigation; some work with business leaders, others with grass roots folk.  Some are local, 
others regional, national or international.  

 

5. What do we want?  

The wants, needs and interests of organizations and groups are both substantive and institutional.  
Every group begins with a mission and goals, typically stated in bold and idealistic language, but 
in daily work all of the focus is on immediate objectives such as new laws, rules, application of 
general rule to particular situations.  When advocates are in executive positions within 
organizations, it is important to periodically revisit positions and reevaluate whether these 
positions and priorities best advance the goals.  One of the hardest challenge for any leader arises 
when new conditions make traditional positions out of date.  

Returning to the ACF, Advocacy Coalitions have a core of policy changes they believe in. If an 
organization wants to mobilize members of the Coalition around a new law or policy it will be 
important to frame the proposal in a way that does not challenge a core policy commitment as 
well as resonating with the Coalition’s core beliefs and world view.   

For example a national membership group Zero Population Growth (ZPG) became well known in 
the 1970s by advocating for women’s access to abortion and contraceptives.  When members of 
ZPG wanted the organization to take a stand against immigration, the Board of Directors refused 
because they saw ZPG, at its core, as a liberal organization committed to individual freedom.  
Another example:  Tea Party conservatives believe in Balanced Budgets and Tax Relief.  
Republicans in Congress who strayed from these core goals to make compromises with 
Democrats have come under withering criticism from members of the Coalition.  

Each group or organization has institutional needs including constituency development, media 
attention, fund raising, and morale.  Advocates who work for legislators or government agencies 
have more leeway to make compromises with the “other side, ” but most dues-paying members 
want to see their leader fight for core policy beliefs without allowing them to be watered down.  

 

                                                
6 Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith, 1993 p 5. 
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6. Who is “they?”  

This question seems easy to answer at first  “They” are the people and organizations that 
currently take an opposing position on our short-term objectives, along with those that have 
frequently done so in the past.  Advocates commonly make two errors in this assessment.  The 
first is to be under-inclusive, failing to anticipate opposition from people who maintain a position 
of neutrality or even passive support for our point of view.  The second is to be over-inclusive 
and provocative, causing groups to mobilize that might otherwise have stayed out. 

One of the toughest challenges for advocates is to avoid viewing the other as a caricature of 
reality. Social psychologists have demonstrated that most people over-estimate the reliability of 
information that conforms to their perceptions and under-estimate information that conflicts.  
Where beliefs are strong, people simply screen out conflicting information.  With the Internet and 
the World Wide Web, it is extremely easy to get information from sources that are superficially 
diverse but in reality aligned with one Advocacy Coalition or another.  The rise of journalists who 
prosper by taking positions on television, radio and the Internet has caused the number of 
genuinely objective sources to shrink further. 

The defining quality of an Advocacy Coalition is that members are connected through networks 
and coordinate their activities with people who share their perceptions of causal relationships and 
core beliefs while retaining a self-image of independence, objectivity and rationality.  Social 
psychologists report that when people consume only information from sources aligned with their 
point of view, beliefs are hardened until the other is seen as evil instead of wrong.   Sabatier calls 
this “the Devil Trap.”  

 

7. What do “they” want?  

The people and groups who disagree with “us” have agendas, policy positions and constituent 
demands that parallel our own.  Underneath the positions are motivations, substantive goals and 
priorities as well as institutional needs for attention, fund raising, membership and status.  If 
advocates succumb to the Devil Shift, they see the other as evil rather than merely wrong. 

Sabatier insists that the perception of unanimity within an Advocacy Coalition is inaccurate.  
Only a few organizations perfectly align in their perceptions, beliefs and needs.  One of the 
classic advocacy strategies is known as “divide and conquer.”  Messages and tactics that heighten 
the contradictions inside of an Advocacy Coalitions will often weaken the intensity of the energy 
flowing in opposition to our short turn goals.  Messages and tactics that label the other as cynical, 
manipulative or motivated by bias are intended to delegitimize, but a common side effect is to 
reinforce their fear and make it easier for their leaders to mobilize them into action. 

To get below the rhetoric and understand the wants, interests and needs of those who appear to be 
enemies is difficult, but doing so opens the mind to strategies that soften resistance or open the 
way to common ground solutions.  

One other challenge for advocates is how to respond when others use caricature, sarcasm, guilt-
by-association, name-calling and outright lies to attack our personal legitimacy and character.  
The natural reaction is to answer in kind and use the same tactics; this is the time to remember 
what you are doing and why.  Jeff Smith, a very successful lawyer in Washington, DC tells young 
associates that they have an ethical and professional duty to be non-reactive and let the nastiness 
be as rain on a duck’s back.  To do otherwise will cloud your judgment, the very commodity that 
clients and employers pay us to exhibit when the pressure is on.   
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8. What’s “our” strategy?  

An advocacy strategy is a plan to influence the future flow of events with a series of tactics that 
deliver messages to targets, the effect of which is calculated to affect the way the targets think, 
feel and act. The strategy is based on a theory of change, a spoken or unspoken hypothesis about 
how and why the targets will react. 

The challenge for this part of the analysis is to be objective about the strengths and not 
unreasonable when it comes to acknowledging weaknesses.  By reviewing the previous seven 
questions objectively, members of our coalition can avoid excessive self-criticism or blaming.  

9. What is “their” likely strategy?  

Organizations and established Advocacy Coalitions are like individual human beings, in that they 
develop habits and patterns of behavior. Change can happen, but most groups will react in 
predictable ways to policy proposals and tactics. 

10. Play the movie forward.  What is likely to happen?  

At every important node in the decision-making process, advocates need to anticipate what the 
future flow of events is likely to be. What is the direction and pace of change as it relates to the 
problems or outcomes that concern us? Based on historical trends and the power of the 
participants involved, what will the flow of events look like this time around? What are the likely 
outcomes if strategies are unchanged? 

Now, back to #8   

Like individuals, organizations tend to repeat the same tactics that have been tried in the past. 
They fall into habits because of the pressures of daily life. Policy positions remain the same even 
when they have outlived their usefulness. Strategies that have failed get used again and again 
without serious internal debate. Original or creative strategies and innovative policy proposals are 
extremely rare, and this is so even where the existing strategies and proposals have repeatedly 
failed.  

The application of the Template is not complete without going back and reviewing the answers to 
all ten questions. What did we overlook when developing our existing strategy? Has a long-
favored policy position outlived its usefulness? What new ideas or arguments have policy 
specialists advancing that we might adopt as part of our strategy? Have recent events in the 
problem or political stream altered the balance of power or priorities of other actors?  Are such 
events on the horizon?  And so on. 

Successful advocates play the movie forwards again and again, going back to reexamine existing 
strategies and change them when the results are likely to be unfavorable.  They may need to shift 
the action to a forum with more favorable rules.  They might reframe the issue so that “we” 
includes both sides. They may change the message to mobilize energy from our own allies, while 
dampening resistance from others. If reflexive use of “entice” or “blend” tactics has not met with 
success, it might be time to try a “push then negotiate” strategy. 

Rigorous self-assessment is rarely fun, but it is an ethical imperative for any advocate whose 
actions have important consequences, especially if they are asking other people pay them and also 
donate time, energy and money.  
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Appendix:  Four Frameworks 
 

Institutional Analysis Development Framework (IDF) 

The IAD Framework posits the existence of networks of people and institutions—Action 
Arenas—where most of the work of policymaking and analysis takes place.7  Most political 
scientists agree, though they use 
the term “subsystem” to describe 
the mix of experts, agency 
employees and homebuilder 
associations that engage with each 
other for years and made the 
decisions that mattered with little 
input or feedback from outside.  
Subsystems or Action Arenas 
operate in fields such as securities 
regulation, food safety or public 
health as well as forest 
management or disaster relief.   

The IAD Framework assumes that 
this flow of problems and events is 
not continuous, but is instead is 
made up of a series of discrete 
events—Action Situations—any 
one of which can be analyzed with 
a single model.   As a practical tool, 
the IAD Framework produces a 
series of checklists to prepare for a 
hearing, a demonstration, a 
lobbying visit or a public relations 
campaign. 

The IAD Framework is a 
telescoping tool; like Google Maps 
it can be used a multiple levels of 
detail over the same terrain.  It can be used to plan or assess a lobbying plan for a session of 
Congress, a week-long blitz within that lobbying campaign, or a single visit to a critical Member 
of Congress plan or asses a single lobbying visit, a blitz of visits to multiple Congressional offices 
in a week, and a campaign that will last several years.  

Advocacy Coalition Framework: 

For the Advocacy Coalition Framework the focal point of analysis is a policy subsystem or 
Action Arena.8  Paul Sabatier observed that a typical policy subsystem involves thousands of 
                                                
7 Ostrom and colleagues are widely cited.  A reasonably simple and straightforward article on how to apply 
the IAD Framework to a public policy outcome is “An Institutional Framework for Policy Analysis and 
Design” by Margaret M. Polski and Elinor Ostrom, found at 
http://mason.gmu.edu/~mpolski/documents/PolskiOstromIAD.pdf.   
8 Policy Change And Learning: An Advocacy Coalition Approach, by Paul A. Sabatier, Hank C. Jenkins-Smith (Editor) 

Elements of Action Situations: 
 
Occurs within an Action Arena 
Variables that influence the Situation 

• Rules define procedures and legitimate 
actions; 

• Conditions of Society; 
• Fixed bio-physical constraints limit 

options. 
Actors: 

• Authoritative decision makers 
• Sources of information 
• Active Players  
• Potential participants in the Policy Arena 

who could become involved 
• Each actor has preferences and 

resources of influence.   
 
Outcomes: 

• Each Action Situation has a beginning, 
middle and end. 

• The outcome becomes a variable that 
influences subsequent Action Situations. 

• The cumulative effects from many 
individual Action Situations produce the 
outcomes from an Action Arena over 
time.   
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agency officials, institutions, associations, organizations and informal groups which inevitably 
coalesce into two to four “Advocacy Coalitions,” each held together by shared perceptions of 
causal relationships, policy beliefs, value priorities and world view.  Since people and groups 
tend to screen out information that conflicts with their beliefs, each Coalition will defend the 
same policy positions even in the face of overwhelming data to the contrary.  As a result, the 
basic structure of policy choices in any subsystem or Action Arena tends to be very stable over 
time and be very resistant to change.  

Punctuated Equilibrium: 

Punctuated Equilibrium is an idea articulated by evolutionary biologist Steven Gould and applied 
to public policy by Gould noticed that evolution of species did not occur in a slow, continuous 
pattern.  Instead, the stars would periodically align and major changes would happen in a very 
short time; Frank Baumgartner, B.D. Jones and others9 applied this principle to public policy, 
agreeing with Sabatier that public policies tend to be stable over time, but adding an empirical 
wrinkle: periodically, what appears to be a solid wall of resistance to change crumbles and major 
policy changes are enacted, ushering in a new era of stability that goes in a very different 
direction.   

The practical implications for strategic advocates in the dominant Coalition is to “make hay while 
the sun shines” and build procedures and institutional structures that install their coalition 
members into authoritative positions.  Those on the weaker side at the present moment need to 
work inside games and make gains on the margin, building new alliances.  If they have made an 
accurate assessment of what is going on in the society, pressures for change are building.  Their 
task is to prepare and re ready to take advantage of the opportunity when it comes.  

 

Multiple Streams: 

John Kingdon’s work10 attempts to explain how and why these lurching “punctuations” in policy 
design occur, and in the process he came up with a completely different way to analyze the 
structure of policy making.  Kingdon posits the existence of three streams, collections of people 
and groups that operate more or less independently from each other most of the time:  Problems, 
policies and politics.  The problem stream consists of empirical outcomes and the people who 
measure and report them.  Unemployment rises or falls, murder rates or deaths from auto 
accidents increase or go down, economic activity accelerates or stalls.  People in the policy 
stream live in a different world, he argues.  They think and argue about cause and effect, 
particularly the role of public policies.  They come up with innovative policy solutions, debate the 
implications and come up with strategies for implementation.  The policy stream includes think 
tanks, policy wonks, academic specialists, legislative committee staffs and single-issue advocacy 
groups.   The political stream is the realm of elections and political movements.  He contends that 
most of the people who spend their lives trying to win elections or mobilize constituencies go to 
different conferences and read different publications than those who primarily live in the policy 

                                                
9 Baumgartner, F. R., & Jones, B. D. (1991). Agenda dynamics and policy subsystems. Journal of Politics, 
53, 1044-1074; Baumgartner, F. R., & Jones, B. D. (1993). Agendas and instability in American politics. 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press 
 
10 Kingdon, John W. Agendas, Alternatives, and Public Policies (Longman Classics Edition). 2nd ed. 
Longman, 2002. 
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or problem streams.   In effect, the three streams flow along more or less independently most of 
the time. 

Some political scientists insist that the overlap between the streams is greater, but the concept of a 
“window of opportunity” is practical and useful for advocates.  According to Kingdon, a window 
of opportunity opens when unexpected events cause the political, problem and policy streams to 
converge.  When that happens, the boundaries of the subsystem collapse, the monopoly over 
decision making previously enjoyed by policy stream experts and lower-level officials goes away, 
and for a period of time the level of active participants rises and the number expands dramatically.    

Using the Frameworks:  9/11.   

Using the IAD Framework it would be possible to dissect each of the structured interactions that 
led to 9/11.  Each situation was affected by rules:  The buildings’ flawed design was the product 
of design standards; regulations governing the flight schools and entry screening had loopholes.  
The individual employees who reviewed the visas and admissions documents influenced by 
perceptual screens and filters accumulated from personal experience, pressures to conform, media, 
training and public discourse (conditions of society).  Each of those Action Situations was 
constrained by the time available, fatigue, the capacity of the x-ray equipment and data bases that 
were not linked (bio-physical constraints).  After the attack, each of these Situations would be 
studied and analyzed to uncover structural weaknesses in America’s structure of self-defense. 

In the years leading up to 9/11, the Action Arena or policy subsystem that generated rules over 
screening and potential profiling involved at least three advocacy coalitions:  First, travel agents, 
airlines and the travel industry; their priority was moving people into and out of the country with 
minimal delay.  Second, a civil liberties advocacy coalition that opposed profiling and 
government snooping without court approval; and a law enforcement/national security Advocacy 
Coalition that placed a higher priority on protecting against threats, both real and imagined; the 
travel industry coalition and the civil liberties had worked together to resist expanded powers for 
law enforcement, and the law enforcement coalition’s concerns were dismissed as excessive 
worrying.   

On September 10, the terrorists were completing their plans (problem stream).  The varies reform 
ideas proposed by the Law Enforcement coalition had been sent back for more study (policy 
stream).  There was no interest among Members of Congress, the White House or political 
appointees abut the long-standing arguments between the Civil Liberties and Law Enforcement 
Coalitions. Elected officials, political appointees, editorial boards at elite newspapers or 
producers at news networks were not giving the possibility of terrorist attacks any thought.  There 
were no speeches on the floor of Congress about threats to the lives of Americans from 
international terrorists or lax security procedures at airports.  In other words the political, policy 
and problem streams were disconnected. 

Within hours after the attack on the World Trade Center the three streams merged.  Protecting the 
nation from terrorists was suddenly recognized as a serious problem; Members of Congress, the 
President, high level political appointees and members of the national media (political stream) 
put everything else aside.  Policy experts (policy stream) who could not have secured an 
appointment with a low-level political appointee on September 10 were being ushered into the 
White House by September 12.  Task forces made up of experts on terrorist organizations 
(problem stream) and law enforcement access to electronic communications (policy stream) were 
sitting down with high-level political appointees (political stream and staff directors of 
Congressional committees (policy stream) to develop options.  On September 10, the travel 
industry and civil liberties Advocacy Coalitions combined were dominant in national decision-
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making over laws on airport screening and monitoring of private emails and phone calls.  In the 
days after 9/11 they were effectively cut out of the conversation within government about how to 
respond. It goes without saying that the strategies of every advocate involved had to undergo 
radical changes.  A “Punctuation” in a long-stable field of policy was under way. 
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Class 4, September 10, 2014:  Strategy and Tactics 
Readings and Assignment 

 
We began the course by stating that Strategic Policy Advocacy requires an advocate to make 
choices in at least six areas: 
 
Tactics that will deliver intended messages to target audiences; the audiences are individuals, 
groups and/or institutions that have resources of influence to help achieve short-term objectives 
such as changes in law or social attitudes; the short-term objectives are steps on a logical path 
towards long-term goals. 
 
 In Class 2 and Class 3 we introduced a template for assessing a situation to choose the best 
strategy.  This week we shift the focus to strategies and tactics by examining a single issue over 
ran extended period of time:  Control over smoking and smokers. 
 
 
Required Reading:   

“The Second Hand Smoke Campaign,” pp. 129 – 148 in Ronald Libbey, Political 
Campaigns and Social Movements, Columbia University Press (1999). 
 

Assignment 
 

 
1.  Compare messages: 
What are the main differences between the messages delivered by the 19th century anti-smoking 
movement with the messages of the grass roots anti-smoking movement of the 20th century 
movement? 
 
2.    Compare strategies: 
Read page 139 – 146 carefully, and be prepared to analyze the strategies of the following groups: 
 

a.  The “Big Three” health-related organizations in 1985 
b.  Action on Smoking and Health (ASH), led by John Banzhaff III. 
c.  Americans for Nonsmokers Rights, founded by Dr. Stanton Glantz. 
d.  Philip Morris and the Tobacco Institute 
 

To understand what we mean by an analysis of an advocacy strategy, see the sample analysis of 
19th century anti-smoking movement at the end of this assignment. 
 
3.  The ethics of lying for good. 
Read pages 139 – 146 carefully about the scientific validity of the claims about second hand 
smoke.  Assume that the author has accurately described the state of the science.  
 

a.   Was the conduct of the EPA officials ethical, considering that they were public 
servants rather than private advocates? 

b.    Would your answers to the questions above change if officials who were in charge of 
the EPA ignored scientific studies that validated the smoke-cancer connection in 
order to protect the Tobacco interests?  

c.     Assume, for purposes of discussion, that Glantz and other advocates in his coalition 



knew that the EPA report was overstated, and knew that it was inconsistent with the 
scientific literature.  Would it have been ethical for them to keep repeating the 
flawed conclusions?  

d.  Was it ethical for agencies to contract with Glantz to write their reports and findings? 

e.  Should lawyers have accepted jobs with the tobacco companies in the 1990s? Would 
you have accepted such a job? 

f.  Assume, for purposes of discussion, that the statements on pp. 141 – 145 are accurate; 
assume that you knew about this research and believed it valid; assume that you 
personally opposed the tobacco companies; and assume you were offered a job as 
Vice President and General Counsel of Glantz’s group, a position that would require 
you to denounce the scientists’ position.  What issues and questions would have 
been in your mind?  

 
Example of an analysis of group or movement’s strategy 
 
Strategy	  of	  early	  anti-‐smoking	  movement,	  19th	  century	  
Goal	   End	  Smoking	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
Objectives	  
(short	  
term)	  

State	  
legislative	  
bans	  on	  
cigarettes	  
and	  smoking.	  

Legislative	  ban	  
on	  sales	  to	  
children	  

Make	  smoking	  
unpopular	  

	  	   	  	  
Theory	  of	  
Change:	  

National	  
grass	  roots	  
movement	  
can	  pressure	  
of	  state	  
legislatures	  
to	  adopt	  
legislation	  

Social	  pressure	  
can	  cause	  
individuals	  not	  
to	  smoke.	  

	  	  

	  	  

	  	  
Targets	   Women,	  

parents,	  civic	  
activists,	  
religious	  
leaders	  

Temperance	  
movement	  

Entrepreneurial	  
legislators	  

Newspaper	  
editors	  

	  	  



Tactics	   Create	  local	  
organizations	  
and	  
coalitions	  
across	  U.S.	  

Rallies,	  large	  
public	  
gatherings	  
with	  speakers	  

Petitions	   Personal	  
lobbying	  

Criticize	  
smokers,	  
direct	  
social	  
pressure	  

Messages	   Smoking	  
harms	  
physical	  and	  
mental	  
health.	  	  

Smoking	  is	  a	  
nasty	  lower	  
class	  vice	  

Smoking	  is	  
addictive	  

Smoking	  is	  
immoral	  

Tobacco	  
interests	  
are	  
targeting	  
children.	  

 



Assignment, Class 5, Sept 17, 2014 
 

This week we continue the case of Philip Morris vs. the Anti-smoking coalition, but the forum is 
different:  A California Initiative Campaign. 
 
The Initiative process is unique to California and a few other Western states.  Citizens of the state 
can write a proposed statute and a description of its purpose and meaning If the required number 
of signatures is collected (600,000 as of the time of the Reading), and if approved by the 
Secretary of State, it goes on the ballot.  If it passes, it becomes law and it cannot be amended by 
the legislature.  Philip Morris decides to use this technique to stave off local legislation to restrict 
smoking in multiple locations, but with a twist:  It creates a faux organization.   

 
Required Readings:  pp. 148 – 167 in “The Second Hand Smoke Campaign, The California 
Campaign” pp. 148 – 167 in Ronald Libbey, Political Campaigns and Social Movements, 
Columbia University Press (1999).  (See below) 

 
Assignment: 
 

1) Describe the strategy of Philip Morris using the 6 elements of strategic advocacy.  Go 
through the 10-question template; be prepared to discuss why Philip Morris chose this 
strategy.   

2)  Describe the initial strategy of the anti-smoking campaign 

3) How did it change in October, and why? 

4) The author states that coalitions always have a “free rider problem.”  Where does the free 
rider problem show up for Philip Morris?  For the anti-smoking coalition? 

5) Philip Morris and the anti-smoking coalition had image problems.  The company chose to 
conceal its association with the initiative.  Should the ethics of deception have entered into 
the internal discussion at Philip Morris?  If so, how and why? 

6) Philip Morris obviously expected to win.  Using the 10-question template, what mistakes do 
you think they made in their analysis?   

7) During the class you will be divided into two groups for an exercise.  The hypothetical 
situation is as follows: 

a) You are part of two consulting groups, Group 1 and Group 2, each of which has been 
called in to make a pitch to Philip Morris executives.  

b) Assume, for purposes of the exercise, that you and your colleagues do not have an ethical 
problem with representing Philip Morris on the second hand smoke issue because (1) you 
are personally convinced that the claims about health damage from second-hand smoke 
are bogus, and (2) that a majority should not impose on the freedom a minority merely 
because the majority is annoyed by their conduct.  

c) Group 1.  Alandis Brassel, Katori Brown. Christina Campbell, Cyle Catlett, Robert 
Haskins, Robert James, Dustin Kovacic.   The time is 1984, after the EPA report; 
advocates for restrictive local ordinances are gaining momentum. Your assignment is to 
come up with a new strategy that will have a better chance to succeed.   Your 
presentation should include a description of the situation; a prediction about what is 
likely to happen if they continue their existing strategy of an inside lobbying campaign 
and public statements; concrete recommendations for alternative strategy to change the 



course of events; and why your strategy has a better chance to succeed.  
 

d) Group 2.  Ariel Mason, Charles Mclaurin, JaVon Payton, Arrin Richards, Quinton 
Thompson, Mallik Yamusah.  The time is shortly after Philip Morris has made a 
commitment to fund the initiative campaign.  Your Group is competing against the firm 
that ultimately won the contract.  Your presentation should include a description of the 
situation; a prediction about what is likely to happen if they adopt the other group’s 
proposal; concrete recommendations for alternative strategy to win the initiative 
campaign; and why it has a chance to succeed.  



Class 6.  September 25, 2014 

Assignment for:   

Charles Mclaurin charles.c.mclaurin@Vanderbilt.Edu 

Ariel Mason ariel.c.mason@Vanderbilt.Edu 

 

Last week we looked at a sustained conflict between the tobacco industry and an 
anti smoking advocacy coalition over a period of several decades.  This week we 
examine an event in another sustained conflict between an industry and its 
critics:  Controlling greenhouse gases to reduce global warming. 

This case is extremely complex.  We suggest that you create a timeline of the 
most important events as you go through the readings.   

1. “Business Goes to Work for the Environment” at pp. 2 – 10 describes the 
strategy of E2 and NRDC to split the business coalition opposed to AB32.   

2.  The author of  “How California Came to Pass AB 32” focuses on the 
role of governmental actors and academic centers.  In particular he 
emphasizes the importance of ideas and scientific “knowledge” as a 
critical factor.  

3.  The ink was barely dry on the governor’s signature on AB 32 when the 
financial crisis of 2008 created an economic tsunami for California.  The 
final article shows how industry viewed the economic collapse as a 
window of opportunity to reverse the policies established by AB 32 
through an initiative. 

 

Class Exercise:   

1. When you arrive you will see a blank timeline stretching around the 
room, complete with space for the problem, policy and political streams.  
There will also be a large page marked “advocacy coalitions” and another 
marked “California Executive Branch Agencies.”  You will be given a 
small pile of post it notes with events from the readings, and a second pile 
with actors in the case. Every significant event from the readings will be in 
someone’s stack of post-it notes; every important actor mentioned will be 



in someone’s actor pile. The first exercise for the class will be for you to 
place your post-it notes on the timeline where they belong; next, you will 
put your actors into advocacy coalitions.  Finally, you will organize the 
agencies mentioned into an organizational chart of the Executive Branch.  

2. Once all of the post-it notes are up on the wall I will lead us in a quick 
walk through of the timeline so we have it all in perspective. 

You and your fellow students will now help us teach the class as we go through 
the important events more slowly.  The two of you are assigned to 

Introductory discussion of Advocacy Coalitions; concluding discussion of 
post-AB32 actions.   
 

• First Presentation:  At the very beginning of our discussion the second 
time through I will call on you to spend five minutes minutes discussing 
the two main advocacy coalitions.  Professor Paul Sabatier says that an 
Advocacy Coalition includes governmental actors as well as people 
outside of government who share core beliefs and near-core beliefs, and 
also hold positions about specific policy instruments that are “core” and 
“near core.”  They will defend core beliefs and policy positions more 
strongly.  

o What were the core beliefs of the Industry advocacy coalition? 

o What were the core beliefs of the GHG control advocacy coalition?  

• Second Presentation:  When we get to the final week of the fight over 
AB32 I will ask you what the final compromise says about which policy 
instruments were closer to the “core” and farther from the “core” of the 
two advocacy coalitions, as perceived by the Governor and Pavley.   

• Third Presentation:  At the very end I will ask you to speculate on these 
two questions: 

o Why did the Industry coalition think they could win an initiative in 
2010 after losing the legislative battle in 2006?  



Class 6.  September 25, 2014: California global warming 

Students were divided into teams, each assigned to the perspective of a major 
player. Assignments for each team follow here: 

Assignment for:   

1 Alandis Brassel alandis.k.brassel@Vanderbilt.Edu 

1 Arrin Richards arrin.k.richards@Vanderbilt.Edu 

 

Last week we looked at a sustained conflict between the tobacco industry and an 
anti smoking advocacy coalition over a period of several decades.  This week we 
examine an event in another sustained conflict between an industry and its critics:  
Controlling greenhouse gases to reduce global warming. 

This case is extremely complex.  We suggest that you create a timeline of the most 
important events as you go through the readings.   

1. “Business Goes to Work for the Environment” at pp. 2 – 10 describes the 
strategy of E2 and NRDC to split the business coalition opposed to AB32.   

2.  The author of  “How California Came to Pass AB 32” focuses on the role 
of governmental actors and academic centers.  In particular he emphasizes 
the importance of ideas and scientific “knowledge” as a critical factor.  

3.  The ink was barely dry on the governor’s signature on AB 32 when the 
financial crisis of 2008 created an economic tsunami for California.  The final 
article shows how industry viewed the economic collapse as a window of 
opportunity to reverse the policies established by AB 32 through an 
initiative. 

 

Class Exercise:   

1. When you arrive you will see a blank timeline stretching around the room, 
complete with space for the problem, policy and political streams.  There 
will also be a large page marked “advocacy coalitions” and another marked 
“California Executive Branch Agencies.”  You will be given a small pile of 
post it notes with events from the readings, and a second pile with actors in 
the case. Every significant event from the readings will be in someone’s 
stack of post-it notes; every important actor mentioned will be in someone’s 
actor pile. The first exercise for the class will be for you to place your post-it 
notes on the timeline where they belong; next, you will put your actors into 
advocacy coalitions.  Finally, you will organize the agencies mentioned into 
an organizational chart of the Executive Branch.  



2. Once all of the post-it notes are up on the wall I will lead us in a quick walk 
through of the timeline so we have it all in perspective. 

3. You and your fellow students will now help us teach the class as we go 
through the important events more slowly.  The two of you are assigned to 
E2 and NRDC.    

a. First Presentation:  I will call on the two of you when the review of 
events reaches the time immediately after Pavley introduces AB 32.  
You will be given five minutes to describe and defend the strategic 
decisions that E2 and NRDC made. In your five minutes you should 
answer at least these questions: Why did NRDC decide to step back 
and let E2 lead?  What was E2’s primary message? What were the 
tactics that E2 employed to achieve the short-term objective of 
passing the bill? NRDC organized E2 and provided money and office 
space, just as Philip Morris organized and funded the entity that 
sponsored the initiative on regulation of smoking.  E2 claimed to 
represent business interests, just as the tobacco group claimed to 
represent consumers.  E2 was far more credible; why? 

• Second Presentation:  I will call on you again when we reach the 
discussion of the final week’s events.  I will ask you to discuss the 
following : Assume that you were in E2’s senior leadership.  Assume further 
that Pavley gave you one last chance to advise her on what to do about the 
stalemate between the Democrats and the Governor during the last week of 
the session.  What were E2’s wants, interests and needs at this point?  What 
do you think are Pavley’s wants interests and needs?  Nunez?  The 
Governor? How much do you think E2 should have been willing to concede 
in order to get a bill?  

 

 

 



Class 6.  September 25, 2014 

Assignment for:   

Cyle Catlett cyle.r.catlett@Vanderbilt.Edu 

Mallik Yamusah mallik.n.yamusah@vanderbilt.edu 

 

Last week we looked at a sustained conflict between the tobacco industry and an 
anti smoking advocacy coalition over a period of several decades.  This week we 
examine an event in another sustained conflict between an industry and its 
critics:  Controlling greenhouse gases to reduce global warming. 

This case is extremely complex.  We suggest that you create a timeline of the 
most important events as you go through the readings.   

1. “Business Goes to Work for the Environment” at pp. 2 – 10 describes the 
strategy of E2 and NRDC to split the business coalition opposed to AB32.   

2.  The author of  “How California Came to Pass AB 32” focuses on the 
role of governmental actors and academic centers.  In particular he 
emphasizes the importance of ideas and scientific “knowledge” as a 
critical factor.  

3.  The ink was barely dry on the governor’s signature on AB 32 when the 
financial crisis of 2008 created an economic tsunami for California.  The 
final article shows how industry viewed the economic collapse as a 
window of opportunity to reverse the policies established by AB 32 
through an initiative. 

 

Class Exercise:   

1. When you arrive you will see a blank timeline stretching around the 
room, complete with space for the problem, policy and political streams.  
There will also be a large page marked “advocacy coalitions” and another 
marked “California Executive Branch Agencies.”  You will be given a 
small pile of post it notes with events from the readings, and a second pile 
with actors in the case. Every significant event from the readings will be in 
someone’s stack of post-it notes; every important actor mentioned will be 



in someone’s actor pile. The first exercise for the class will be for you to 
place your post-it notes on the timeline where they belong; next, you will 
put your actors into advocacy coalitions.  Finally, you will organize the 
agencies mentioned into an organizational chart of the Executive Branch.  

2. Once all of the post-it notes are up on the wall I will lead us in a quick 
walk through of the timeline so we have it all in perspective. 

You and your fellow students will now help us teach the class as we go through 
the important events more slowly.  The two of you are assigned to 

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger 

• First Presentation:  When we get to April 2005 in the narrative on 
the second time through,  I will call on you.  You will have five 
minutes to discuss the Governor’s strategy in April 2005 and how it 
changed beginning in April 2006.  Be sure to include the answers to 
these questions in your comments:  

o Gov. Schwarzenegger first announced his position on Global 
Warming at a UN Speech and an Executive Order in April 2005.  
Some might argue that his position was purely political.   How 
could you argue that he was operating, at least in part, from a 
desire to deal with Global Warming? How would you describe his 
strategy on this issue from April 2005 through the end of 2005? 

o How did his position change beginning in April 2006?   How did 
his strategy in relationship to the legislature change at that same 
time?  

• Second Presentation:  When we get to the final week of the session I 
will call on you again.  You will have about two minutes to discuss the 
Governor’s strategy.  Be sure to answer at least these questions: 

o During the last week of the legislative session, what were the 
Governor’s wants, interests and needs?   

o What was the advice he likely received from within his own 
Cabinet about the posture he should strike? 

o Immediately after the bill was passed, the Governor issued an 
Executive Order about implementation of AB32.  What was going 
on with that? 

	  



Class 6.  September 25, 2014 

Assignment for:   

Robert Haskins robert.c.haskins@vanderbilt.edu 

JaVon Payton javon.a.payton@Vanderbilt.Edu 

 

Last week we looked at a sustained conflict between the tobacco industry and an 
anti smoking advocacy coalition over a period of several decades.  This week we 
examine an event in another sustained conflict between an industry and its 
critics:  Controlling greenhouse gases to reduce global warming. 

This case is extremely complex.  We suggest that you create a timeline of the 
most important events as you go through the readings.   

1. “Business Goes to Work for the Environment” at pp. 2 – 10 describes the 
strategy of E2 and NRDC to split the business coalition opposed to AB32.   

2.  The author of  “How California Came to Pass AB 32” focuses on the 
role of governmental actors and academic centers.  In particular he 
emphasizes the importance of ideas and scientific “knowledge” as a 
critical factor.  

3.  The ink was barely dry on the governor’s signature on AB 32 when the 
financial crisis of 2008 created an economic tsunami for California.  The 
final article shows how industry viewed the economic collapse as a 
window of opportunity to reverse the policies established by AB 32 
through an initiative. 

 

Class Exercise:   

1. When you arrive you will see a blank timeline stretching around the 
room, complete with space for the problem, policy and political streams.  
There will also be a large page marked “advocacy coalitions” and another 
marked “California Executive Branch Agencies.”  You will be given a 
small pile of post it notes with events from the readings, and a second pile 
with actors in the case. Every significant event from the readings will be in 
someone’s stack of post-it notes; every important actor mentioned will be 



in someone’s actor pile. The first exercise for the class will be for you to 
place your post-it notes on the timeline where they belong; next, you will 
put your actors into advocacy coalitions.  Finally, you will organize the 
agencies mentioned into an organizational chart of the Executive Branch.  

2. Once all of the post-it notes are up on the wall I will lead us in a quick 
walk through of the timeline so we have it all in perspective. 

You and your fellow students will now help us teach the class as we go through 
the important events more slowly.  The two of you are assigned to 

W. Michael Hanemann, PhD, Director of the California Climate Change 
Center at University of California, Berkeley. 
 

• First Presentation:   
o When I get to Fall, 2005 in the narrative I will call on the two of 

you.  You will have give minutes to discuss the role, strategy and 
tactics of Michael Hanemann.   You should include at least the 
answers to these questions:   

o When did Hanemann’s center at UC Berkeley get assigned 
responsibility for economic impacts of Global warming in the 
state’s research research consortium?   

o The Climate Action Team has been commissioned to issue a report 
on the feasibility of the GHG reduction goals set out in the 
Governor’s April 2005 UN Speech and Executive Order S-3-05.  The 
initial scope of work did not include the economic effects of the 
proposed regulatory actions.  

! What would have been Hanemann’s wants, interests and 
needs about expanding the scope of work?   

! What arguments did he likely make to persuade the leaders 
of the Climate Action Team to add this topic to the report? 

• Second Presentation:  I will call on you again when I get to August 1 in the 
narrative.  I will ask you to explain Hanemann’s strategy and tactics in 
response to the industry report that was issued on June 14, 2006.   You should 
include at least the following in your comments.   

o On June 14, 2006, The American Council For Capital Formation 
released a report by Dr. Thorning, detailing the adverse economic 
consequences of AB32.  On August 1, as part of E2’s Climate Week, 
Dr. Hahnemann released a new paper critiquing Dr. Thorning’s 
report.  

o What was Dr. Hanemann’s perception of himself and his role: As a 



scholar who did his work in a completely objective way? Or as an 
advocate for GHG regulation? 

o How would you describe his role, given his decision to issue a 
report directly rebutting Dr. Margo Thorning?     

o Why do you think Dr. Hanemann excluded any mention of his 
August 1 paper that is reprinted in our readings? 

o How did the industry supporters likely view Hanemann?  Would 
they have likely blocked future state contracts to Hanemann if they 
could have? 



Class 6.  September 25, 2014 

 Assignment for: 

2	   Katori	   Brown	   katori.brown@Vanderbilt.Edu	  

2	   Dustin	   Kovacic	   dustin.s.kovacic@Vanderbilt.Edu	  

2	   Katori	   Brown	   katori.brown@Vanderbilt.Edu	  

 Last week we looked at a sustained conflict between the tobacco industry and an 
anti smoking advocacy coalition over a period of several decades.  This week we 
examine an event in another sustained conflict between an industry and its critics:  
Controlling greenhouse gases to reduce global warming. 

This case is extremely complex.  We suggest that you create a timeline of the most 
important events as you go through the readings.   

1. “Business Goes to Work for the Environment” at pp. 2 – 10 describes the 
strategy of E2 and NRDC to split the business coalition opposed to AB32.   

2.  The author of  “How California Came to Pass AB 32” focuses on the role 
of governmental actors and academic centers.  In particular he emphasizes 
the importance of ideas and scientific “knowledge” as a critical factor.  

3.  The ink was barely dry on the governor’s signature on AB 32 when the 
financial crisis of 2008 created an economic tsunami for California.  The final 
article shows how industry viewed the economic collapse as a window of 
opportunity to reverse the policies established by AB 32 through an 
initiative. 

 

Class Exercise:   

1. When you arrive you will see a blank timeline stretching around the room, 
complete with space for the problem, policy and political streams.  There 
will also be a large page marked “advocacy coalitions” and another marked 
“California Executive Branch Agencies.”  You will be given a small pile of 
post it notes with events from the readings, and a second pile with actors in 
the case. Every significant event from the readings will be in someone’s 
stack of post-it notes; every important actor mentioned will be in someone’s 
actor pile. The first exercise for the class will be for you to place your post-it 
notes on the timeline where they belong; next, you will put your actors into 
advocacy coalitions.  Finally, you will organize the agencies mentioned into 
an organizational chart of the Executive Branch.  
 



2. Once all of the post-it notes are up on the wall I will lead us in a quick walk 
through of the timeline so we have it all in perspective. 

You and your fellow students will now help us teach the class as we go through 
the important events more slowly.  The three of you are assigned to the 

Industry Advocacy Coalition: 
The other presenters will have two; you have three because you  have an extra 
question to address 

• First presentation:  You are senior staff members working for the 
Sustainable Environment for California, and the Western States Petroleum 
Association.   Your task is to describe the strategy of the industry advocacy 
coalition at two points in time.  You will be given a total of eight minutes to 
discuss these questions when the time comes up.  You can divide the time 
any way you want between the questions:  

o Part A:  It is January 2006.  What strategy do you expect Democrats 
to pursue?  What is your strategy in relationship to legislation? What 
are the messages you intend to convey?  What tactics will you use?  
In particular, how will you counter the optimistic assertions of E2? 

o Part B:  It is late March 2006.  You know the Governor is under 
pressure to announce his position, and you hear rumors that the 
powerful House Speaker Fabian Nunez and Fran Pavley will 
announce their position on April 3.  What advice do you give senior 
members of the Governor’s staff who are sympathetic to your 
position? 

• Second presentation:.   

o The timing is the last week of the session.  What is your strategy?  As 
you communicated with members of the Governor’s staff, what did 
do you think are the Governor’s primary wants, interests and needs?  
What do you think was, realistically, the best outcome for you?  In 
retrospect, what messages should you have used to convince him to 
do what you wanted?   

 



Class 6.  September 25, 2014 

Assignment for:   

Christina	   Campbell	   christina.campbell@vanderbilt.edu	  

Quinton	   Thompson	   quinton.e.thompson@Vanderbilt.Edu	  

	  

Last week we looked at a sustained conflict between the tobacco industry and an 
anti smoking advocacy coalition over a period of several decades.  This week we 
examine an event in another sustained conflict between an industry and its 
critics:  Controlling greenhouse gases to reduce global warming. 

This case is extremely complex.  We suggest that you create a timeline of the 
most important events as you go through the readings.   

1. “Business Goes to Work for the Environment” at pp. 2 – 10 describes the 
strategy of E2 and NRDC to split the business coalition opposed to AB32.   

2.  The author of  “How California Came to Pass AB 32” focuses on the 
role of governmental actors and academic centers.  In particular he 
emphasizes the importance of ideas and scientific “knowledge” as a 
critical factor.  

3.  The ink was barely dry on the governor’s signature on AB 32 when the 
financial crisis of 2008 created an economic tsunami for California.  The 
final article shows how industry viewed the economic collapse as a 
window of opportunity to reverse the policies established by AB 32 
through an initiative. 

 

Class Exercise:   

1. When you arrive you will see a blank timeline stretching around the 
room, complete with space for the problem, policy and political streams.  
There will also be a large page marked “advocacy coalitions” and another 
marked “California Executive Branch Agencies.”  You will be given a 
small pile of post it notes with events from the readings, and a second pile 
with actors in the case. Every significant event from the readings will be in 
someone’s stack of post-it notes; every important actor mentioned will be 
in someone’s actor pile. The first exercise for the class will be for you to 



place your post-it notes on the timeline where they belong; next, you will 
put your actors into advocacy coalitions.  Finally, you will organize the 
agencies mentioned into an organizational chart of the Executive Branch.  

2. Once all of the post-it notes are up on the wall I will lead us in a quick 
walk through of the timeline so we have it all in perspective. 

3. You and your fellow students will now help us teach the class as we go 
through the important events more slowly.  The two of you are assigned	  

3. Fran Pavley: 

• First Presentation:  When we get to the end of February 2006 in the 
timeline, I will call on you.  You will discuss the strategies pursued by 
Fran Pavley.  You will have five minutes to discuss the decisions that 
Pavley made around this time.  Answer at least the following questions in 
your presentation: 

o How would you describe her strategy and tactics during 2005, from 
January to the end?  

o From the vantage point of February 2006 what does she assume 
will be the Governor’s likely strategy?  What do you guess he will 
include in his final report on the recommendations of the Climate 
Action Team?   

o As of the time you are reporting, Pavley is considering two changes 
to her strategy:  To amend the bill to make it tougher, and to recruit 
the powerful House Speaker Fabian Nunez as a co-sponsor.  These 
changes have both potential benefits and potential risks.  How 
might they improve her chances of success?  How might they 
damage her chances of success?  

• Second presentation:  When we get to the last week of the session I will 
call on you again.  You will have two minutes to discuss her strategy.  
Include at least the answer to these questions: What are Fabian Nunez’s 
wants, interests and needs?  How do they differ from Pavley’s wants, 
interests and needs?  What factors do you think led Pavley to accept a 
compromise rather than to hold out for her desired legislation at the end?   



Assignment for Class 7, Oct 1, 2014 
Female Genital Cutting 

This week features a spirited debate between two scholars on how to end the practice of 
Female Genital Cutting in Africa.  If John Okwubanego and Gerrie Mackie had used the 
Analytic Template before writing their articles, their starting point would have been the 
same: 

What’s Happening?  The situation is that millions of girls in Africa are subjected to 
a ritual known as “Female Genital Cutting.”  This dangerous practice occurs long 
before the girls of an age where they can consent, and it has life-long consequences 
ranging from incontinence to death from infections.  Although the UN and human 
rights organizations have called for action, most Developed Countries have been 
reluctant to openly criticize the practice or mount a major campaign to address it.   

The second question in the analytic template is  “what has been happening,” which 
includes an analysis of how the problem arose and why it persists.  Okwubanego and 
Mackie have a profound disagreement on the answer to this question.   As a result, they 
disagree on the short-term objectives and targets.  More serious than that, they have 
completely different theories of change about how the practice of FGC will be brought to 
an end.  

Assignments and Class Exercise: 

In this class we will simulate a debate that actually occurred in the 
period between 1995 and 1999 .  A group of foundations has begun   
funding NGOs that are trying to stop FGC.  They have limited 
funds, and they want to know whether Okwubanego or Mackie 
have the best approach.  So they brought together two groups:  One 
defended Mackie’s point of view; a second defended 
Okwubanego’s point of view.  The group that is labeled 
“Questioners” below are the foundation’s representatives. 

We encourage you to get a little passionate and be willing to get 
your elbows out.  You are criticizing points of view, there is 
nothing personal, but the stakes are high.  The foundations don’t 
have enough money to fund both approaches, and women are 
suffering and dying due to the practice.   

Find your name in the column to your left.  Then look in the table 
on the next page to see which team you are with and when to speak. 

At the end of the class we will have a secret ballot and see which side was the most 
persuasive 

  

A	   Payton 
B	   Richards 
C	   Haskins 
D	   James 
E	   Yamusah 
F	   Kovacic 
G	   Campbell 
H	   Brown 
I	   Mason 
J	   Catlett 
K	   Thompson 
L	   Brassel 
M	   Mclaurin 



  

In the second half of the class we will have a special guest who knows a great deal about this case 
to give his/her opinion.  

Group I  (Okwubanego defenders) Group II  (Mackie Defenders) 

A. Based on the Okwubanego article:  State 
what kind of activities should get funding. 

 

B. Why would these activities ultimately 
help reduce FGC?   (Okwubanego’s 
“theory of change.”) 

 

 C. Based on the Mackie article:  State what 
kind of activities the donors should fund.   

 D. Why would these activities ultimately 
help reduce FGC?   (Mackie’s “theory of 
change.”) 

E.  The main problem with Group II’s 
approach is . . . 

 

 F. Respond to E (I don’t agree with that 
assessment because . . . 

 G.  The main problem with Group I’s 
approach is . . . 

H. Respond to G (I don’t agree with that 
assessment because . . .  

 

Questioners 
 
The questioners represent the donors, so they need to push a little deeper. Your 
assignment is to show that you understand the arguments by summarizing one main 
point, but then to ask a follow up question that forces the target group to go deeper and 
defend their position. 
 
I, K, M, ask questions to the Okwubanego 
side, in this order.  

J, L, ask these questions to theMackie side: 

I.  To One of the points in the Okwubanego 
paper I liked was . . . . but, I do have a 
something that bothers me about it.  My 
question is . . .  

 

 J.  One of the points I liked in the Mackie 
paper was . . . . But I do have one question 
about that. 

K. One of the points in the Mackie paper I 
liked was . . . . but, I do have one question 
about that. 

 

 L.  One of the points I liked in the Mackie 
paper was . . . . but I have a question.  

M.  One of the points I liked in the Mackie 
paper was . . . . but I do have one question 
about that. 

 



Class 8: 
There will be no readings for Class 8 (October 8).  Your assignment will be to turn in a 
two-page precis of your paper by midnight on that day.   During class we will review the 
strategies and tactics we have covered to date; you will also have a chance to discuss your 
paper with the class and seek input if you wish.   We will discuss the assignment in class 
this coming week. 
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Taming an Alaska Dragon: 
Introduction to Classes 11 and 12, October 29 & November 5, 2014 

 
Over the next two classes we will look at one of the most fiercely contested issues in the 
western part of the United States: motorized access across 609 million acres of federal land. 
The contest is between those who believe they can drive through this land as a matter of 
right and necessity, and those who believe the federal government can and should restrict 
access to enhance the human experience of nature and to prevent environmental damage.  
 
We have chosen to study the national issue by focusing on a tiny Alaska enclave known as 
McCarthy-Kennecott for several reasons. The number of individuals involved is relatively 
small and yet representative of the wide diversity of interests, agencies and organizations 
involved with the issue across the country. Key policy decisions about motorized access are 
still in flux as the National Park is relatively new (designated by congress in 1980). 
Participants see the stakes as high, and correctly so, because once decisions are made they 
will be very difficult to change. And, finally, the colorful characters involved make it an 
entertaining read. 
 
The area we will study consists of the tiny town of McCarthy, a remnant of what was once a 
bustling community serving nearby mines, and Kennecott, an abandoned mine a few miles 
along the mountainside from McCarthy. Kennecott includes the mine equipment and 
buildings, most still intact, a Park Service visitor center and a scattering of cabins on 200 
acres of nearby private land, all within a spectacular natural landscape. Outside of McCarthy 
and Kennecott there are a handful of other private inholdings that date back to the period of 
settlement when the federal government made land grants to homesteaders and would-be 
miners. The Park Service owns the rest.  
 
Although the Park is 13 million acres, most visitors experience it in and near McCarthy-
Kennecott, because that place is connected to the outside world by road; it offers an 
interesting combination of community, history and nature; and the rest of the park is without 
facilities, roads or trails, expensive and very difficult to reach.  
 
Policies that limit the construction of new access roads to inholdings and the use of cars, 
trucks, all terrain vehicles and motorbikes on the federal lands here are emotionally 
contested by residents, visitors and agency managers with various points of view.  
 
As is common in the American West, jurisdiction over access in this area is complex. The 
National Park Service has some authority, but is limited by rights that pre-date the park, 
access provisions in the legislation establishing it, and claims of constitutional rights by 
inholding landowners. The enabling legislation was deliberately vague about the scope and 
nature of access rights, and the current-day controversy plays out largely in the 
interpretation of the constitution, the enabling act, and other conflicting laws and mandates 
that apply to the same piece of property.  
 
We will be focusing on two aspects of this controversy in the McCarthy-Kennecott area: 
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First Class: 
 
The first class focuses on a controversy involving one of the isolated private inholdings. The 
situation blew up when the frustrated property owner got on an old bulldozer and opened a 
thirteen-mile road from his mountain cabin down to McCarthy without permission of the 
National Park Service. Between 2002-2006, the dispute over his asserted right to have road 
access became a cause celebre, complete with front-page coverage in the Washington Post, 
involvement of national organizations and a lawsuit decided by the 9th Circuit.  
 
Although the pro-motor access coalition did not secure an injunction (the case was 
dismissed for lack of standing), its tactics were successful in leading local managers and 
other members of the pro-regulation coalition to become more accommodating to 
motorized use, fearing the controversy that regulation might generate.  
 
Taking the point of view of the pro-motor coalition, we’ll look at how use of “poster child” 
and “act up” tactics can be effective, some of the pitfalls involved, and how long-term 
strategic objectives can be advanced despite short-term failures. Taking the point of view of 
the Park Service and environmentalists, we will examine how the initial reaction of Park 
Service managers played into the hands of the pro-motor activists, and how the agency later 
split the opposing coalition by Invite and Blend strategies that addressed the wants, needs 
and interests of the local property owners. 
 
Second Class:  
 
During the second class we will explore a subsequent phase in the ongoing issue of 
motorized access, this time at the Kennecott historic site. The core of the site is a 2000 acre 
subdivision platted by developers who acquired the property from the mining company.. 
This area encompasses the mining buildings and significant stretches of the most important 
trails in the park, which rank with the most spectacular hiking trails in the world. (Most 
Kennecott visitors never get beyond the subdivision boundaries!)  
 
Most of the subdivision lots have been purchased by the Park Service, but about 200 
scattered acres remain in private hands, with many owners.  
 
The subdivision plat designates a network of rights-of-way (ROWs) accessing the various 
lots. Kennecott’s roads and trails are built in these ROWs, though most ROWs remain 
undeveloped. A note on the plat states that “the rights-of-way as shown or noted are private, 
reserved for the use of the present owners of lots in this subdivision and their guests, but not 
the public in general.” Interpretation of this note is key: As use of Kennecott’s roads and 
trails grows, there is increasing conflict between motorized users and pedestrians. Can and 
should the Park Service limit driving by park visitors on ROWs across park-owned 
subdivision lands, to protect park experience values and public safety?  
 
We’ll look at how the agency is presently answering this question and assess the strategic 
and tactical options available to the pro-regulation coalition to alter the agency position. In 
the process, we’ll get some insights into the limits and usefulness of Push strategies, as well 
as the necessity for effective Invite and Blend strategies many situations.  
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October 29:  Using and Responding to Alinsky-Style Strategies 

This week’s case involves a colorful character that took on the U.S. Park Service and 
attracted a large advocacy coalition that had been battling the federal government for 
many years.  Papa Pilgrim used what we call Alinsky-style strategies. 
 
Readings:   
The readings are a collection of excerpts from extended articles.  Herewith the highlights:  
  
 Summary:  The opening two pages give you an overview of the case. 

Chronology:  A handy reference if you get lost in the journalistic accounts.  

Road Leads to Alaska-sized Standoff: A thumbnail sketch of “the situation” and 
the underlying legal and policy conflict; answers the question “what’s been 
happening” in the policy stream.  

Pilgrims vs. Park Service.  (Covers the initial period, 1998 – 2003.) Describes 
competing strategies and the outcomes during the initial phase of the conflict, 
concluding with Papa Pilgrim’s lawsuit against the Park Service. 

Hale v Norton:  The decision in the case on appeal to the 9th Circuit. 
Testimony of Rick Kenyon: (Covers events from 2003 – 2006.) Kenyon is a 

prominent local leader of the anti-Park Service faction.  His Congressional 
testimony describes how the issue played out after the conflict between the 
Pilgrims and Park Service managers reached its most intense phase.   

Interim Users Guide:  Kenyon’s testimony refers to negotiations with a newly 
appointed Park Service Superintendent; this document is the result.  

Alinsky-Style Strategies:  Papa Pilgrim and the Land Rights coalition used an 
outsider, push-foe strategy designed to attract media attention and put the Park 
Service on the defensive—just the sort of thing favored by 20th century 
activist Saul Alinsky. This reading features his Twelve Rules for successful 
radical activism.   

For the assignment, the class is divided into three groups: 
 
Group 1 
Alandis 
JaVon 
Robert J 
Quinton 
Dustin 
 

Group 2 
Cyle 
Katori 
Robert H 
Arrin 

Group 3 
Ariel 
Charles 
Mallik 
Christina



First Exercise:   
Group 1 will take on the role of Park Service Employees from Alaska.   Group 2 and 3 
will be senior Park Service executives in Washington, DC.  The time of the briefing is 
September 29.  Papa Pilgrim submitted his letter asking for a permit on September 14; on 
Sunday Sept 28 the Washington Post ran a front-page article on the controversy, (see 
Item number 2 in your readings) and calls are coming in to the central office.  
 
The briefing should cover at least these questions. 
 

1. Briefly stated, what is the situation in McCarthy?  
2. What is motivating Papa Pilgrim? 

3. Who is “they,” i.e. who makes up the coalition that supports Pilgrim?  What are 
their interests and motivations?   

4. How did this situation escalate to this degree? 
5. How important is the legal issue involved?  What are the stakes in Alaska and the 

rest of the country? 
6. What strategies will Papa Pilgrim and his allies pursue?   

 
Second Exercise:   
Group 2 will play the role of Chuck Cushman’s inner circle.  It is May 10, 2003, and the 
leaders of the landowner rights advocacy coalition have received an email message from 
McCarthy activist Rick Kenyon about the Pilgrims’ plight and warning of a Ruby Ridge.   
 
Cushman has organized a conference call.  Your job is to convince the members of your 
advocacy coalition to make the Pilgrims’ situation into a national issue.  Consider using 
some or all of the following: 
 

1. What is the situation in McCarthy? (Remember:  You are trying to be persuasive.  
Frame it your way.) 

2. What are the Park Service’s motivations?   

3. What strategy is the Park Service is likely to pursue?   
4. (Play the movie forward):  Why is this a good test case from a legal perspective?  

5. (Play the movie forward):  Why this is a good case to mobilize our supporters 
and expose what the Federal government is doing to people across the West?  

6. What resources will be required if we make the Pilgrims our “poster child?” 

Group 1 and 3 will be people who are on the receiving end of Cushman’s arguments.  
They know very little about the case; they should be asking questions because the 
movement is being asked to assume serious risks. 

 



Third Exercise: 
Group 3 is assigned to 2008, after the dust has settled and people are looking back.   
Their presentation will be in two different conversations.  
Group 3’s first task is to explore these questions for the class: 

1. Which of Alinsky’s Twelve Rules did the Pilgrims’ apply?  
2. Which of the Twelve Rules did Cushman and the Land Rights Coalition apply? 

3. What was the Land Right Coalition’s theory of change?  Why did they think this 
would work?  

Second Task: 
4. It is 2008.  The campaign is finished and the 9th Circuit opinion has been 

delivered.  You are Cushman’s closes friends, and you are in a meeting where 
other organizations in the landowner rights network are criticizing his strategy. 
Assume, for purposes of discussion, that Papa Pilgrim has been exposed as a 
charlatan and thoroughly disgraced in the media.  What are your best arguments 
to defend Cushman’s leadership?  Is there a way to say, “we won?”  

Group 1 and 2:  You are also members of the landowner rights advocacy coalition, and 
you have been competing with Cushman for leadership in this loose network.  You see 
this as an opportunity to expose his weaknesses as a leader and subtly encourage others to 
see you as a more capable group. Again, assume that Pilgrim has been personally 
disgraced in a very embarrassing way.  Your job is to raise questions and suggest that 
Cushman made a strategic error without appearing to be mean or nasty. 
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Non-Litigation Strategies  
Class 12, November 5, 2014  
Motorized Access in the National Park, Continued: Kennecott 
 
Assignment 
 
This week we look at a subsequent phase of the issue of motorized access in the 
McCarthy, Alaska area. This time, the controversy is over the use 4-wheelers and other 
motorized vehicles on the scenic trails that lead through the Kennecott historic site, 
around the mine facilities and into the surrounding mountains.  
 
From the perspective of those who want to limit motorized access, the situation is this: 
increasing motorized traffic is significantly affecting the safety and experience of park 
visitors and residents. The National Park Service has abandoned efforts to control this 
traffic. This situation is further described in the first section of the reading for this class, 
the Rosenbaum & Meacham memo to National Parks Conservation Association (NPCA), 
a memo delivered to the Park Service in 2013 as part of a strategy to nudge the agency 
into action.   
 
It’s now been a year since the Park Service received the memo from NPCA, documenting 
that the agency has the authority and responsibility to limit motorized access. So far, the 
agency has done nothing in response.  
 
We’ll consider this question in class: 

 
From the point of view of those who want to limit motor vehicle traffic on 
Kennecott ROWs, what’s the best strategy for inducing the Park Service to 
regulate driving by the general public on the ROWs across its land in the 
subdivision? 

 
Assignment: 
 

We encourage you to do the following assignments with care, for two 
reasons:  We have limited the reading for this week so you can practice 
applying the concepts from earlier classes, and this is a real case. Ben needs 
input to develop a new strategy before the use of 4-wheelers and other 
vehicles on the old roads and trails becomes so entrenched that it will be 
extremely hard to stop.   

 
1.  Your first responsibility is to come up with at least three questions to 
elicit information to make an informed decision about which strategy to 
pursue. Your questions should be concrete and specific, the kind of 
questions you would ask if you were representing pro-regulation property 
owners. We will go around the table twice or more, and each student will 
ask a question s/he has prepared in advance. We encourage you to look back 
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at the Analytic Template to identify missing information not included in the 
legal memorandum and in last week’s reading. 

 
2.  Your second responsibility is to come up with three lists with tactics 
that could be used as part of (1) a push strategy, (2) an invite strategy and 
(3) a blend strategy.  The first step will be to go around the table and 
brainstorm tactics for each of the three strategies. We expect each student to 
have something to contribute to each strategy. After the brainstorming we 
will assess and condense the lists into three sets, and the see if we can come 
up with two or three plausible strategies for Ben and his coalition partners to 
consider. (The strategies can be all push, invite or blend, or some 
combination.) 

 
Further Background on The Situation 
 
Players and potential players are similar to those we saw in the Pilgrims case: some local 
residents favor unrestricted access; other local residents and businesses that rely on 
tourists from outside of Alaska favor limits on motor vehicles by tourists (but not owners 
of inholdings); and the National Park Service. The only statewide/national organization 
participating is National Parks Conservation Association (NPCA), by commissioning the 
memo and passing it to the Park Service. NPCA supports limiting vehicle access, but 
seeks to avoid polarization with the land rights/anti-regulation side, partly as a result of 
the Pilgrim controversy.  
 
The timeline of relevant events (what’s been happening) includes the Pilgrim family 
conflict, which most people connected to McCarthy consider to have been a fiasco once 
Papa Pilgrim was exposed in 2006.  In 2007 the Park Service published the compromise 
Access Guide and worked out solutions for property owners who had been complaining.  
In 2011 – 2013, the Park Service developed a detailed plan for management of its 
holdings in and around Kennecott.  The agency provided extensive opportunity for local 
participation in the planning, including a 3-day open public workshop on access issues, 
held in Kennecott, so all participants had an opportunity to be heard.  Two rather 
marginalized but vehement local individuals who shared the access rights coalition’s 
beliefs participated, but members of organized local, state and national land rights groups 
have not yet become involved.  
 
The other active participants in the Workshops endorsed minimizing motorized traffic, 
without raising the issue of the scope of the Park Service’s legal authority to regulate 
vehicular traffic.  The tacit assumption during this workshop, reflected in the ensuing 
plan, was that the federal government would take no enforcement action to limit driving 
on the Kennecott ROWs by the general public. The final plan affirms that the goal is for 
Kennecott and nearby trails to be walking-friendly with minimal traffic. However, the 
means to achieve that result will be requests and education, with no regulation.  It is silent 
on whether or not the Park Service could use regulation if it chose.  
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Why is the Park Service, known for its strict enforcement of restrictive regulations (dogs 
are usually prohibited on trails!), so reticent regarding driving Kennecott ROWs, which 
include the most used hiking routes in the nation’s largest park? The shock factor from 
the Pilgrims situation and other similar confrontations in McCarthy surely accounts for 
part of this reticence: the agency seeks to avoid repeat of the trauma, as do others who 
would normally be expected to support active agency intervention. Second, the Interior 
Department solicitors, who provide legal advice to the agency, have told park staff orally 
they believe the government has no authority to restrict driving on the ROWs by the 
general public. They apparently opined that once the government purchased land in the 
subdivision, the language in the plat that explicitly prevented any owner from making a 
ROW public was simply vitiated.  
 
In discussion with some of its local McCarthy membership, NPCA decided to try to 
influence the Park Service to be more assertive on the Kennecott motorized access. The 
tactic chosen was submitting a legal memo to the Park Service asserting two main 
conclusions: (1) the agency has the authority and responsibility to limit motorized use of 
the ROWs and (2) all Kennecott landowners, including the Park Service, are liable for 
accidents on the narrow, rough, unsafe roads and trails. A nationally prominent attorney 
and a leading senior Alaska attorney wrote the memo, with the assistance of a property 
law specialist. They put far more effort into considering the issue than the Interior 
solicitors could have done.  
 
It’s now been a year since the Park Service received the memo, and it has not responded.  
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Maps & photos to accompany the 11/5 class on Kennecott ROWs 
 
For orientation, here’s the aerial photo we included in last week’s video. The Kennecott subdivision 
covers much of the hillside including and around the Mill Town. 
 

 
In the map below, non-federal property is in yellow. Note the multiple, scattered private lots in the 
area in and around Kennecott; these lots are in the Kennecott subdivision. A high mountain ridge 
separates Kennecott from the Pilgrim cabin on McCarthy Creek. 
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The photo below is Kennecott, seen from the air. The large red buildings are the historic site of the 
mill where copper was refined. The subdivision encompasses all of the buildings, most of the forest 
in the picture and the mountainous areas out of the photo and to the right, where the forest gives way 
to magnificent views of the distant peaks. The brown area to the left of the town is white glacial ice 
covered with brown dirt and rocks—signs of a glacier in retreat as it melts.   
 

 
 
               Kennecott in Winter: 
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The approximate boundary of the Kennecott Subdivision.  The Kennecott Mill Town and Historic 
Area are inside the oval line, lower left. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Why vehicular traffic in this remote area is increasing:  

 Until 20 years ago, there was no bridge across the river between the McCarthy-Kennecott and 
the road to the outside world. Today, visitors with all terrain vehicles cross on this footbridge,  
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. . . and as a result ATVs are routinely being driven to places like this, which are also primary 
destinations for hikers in the National Park . . .  

 
 .  . . and on trails like this, previously dominated by the sounds of nature and now interrupted by the 
sounds of ATVs that can be heard for miles. Motor traffic on the trails also raises safety issues. 
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One way of framing the issue is this:  Whether people who are willing to visit the historic town and 
walk the nearby trails on foot will be allowed to have an experience that is dominated by the land 
and enveloped in silence, or whether they must live with interruptions from machines such as the 
ones in the picture below, plus cars, trucks and motorcycles.   
 
 
  

 
 
 
A different framing is this:  Should Americans who (mostly) come from Alaska rather than to fly in 
from outside, and who prefer to enjoy natural sights from the seat of an ATV, car or truck, or who 
may not be able to reach it any other way be allowed to experience this particular part of the Park?  
Or should it be restricted to those who have the time, equipment, physical stamina and money to 
hike several miles or spend several days camping in a place without access to modern conveniences?  
 
 



Assignment, November 12 
Act Up:  Push Strategies to Destabilize an Unacceptable Status Quo 
  
Introduction 
  
We began the semester with Martin Luther King Jr.’s Letter from a Birmingham Jail, a 
passionate defense of “Push” tactics designed to destabilize existing institutions and raise 
tension to the breaking point. In the intervening weeks we have stressed Invite and Blend 
tactics.  We have taken this approach in part because we find that Blend and Invite tactics 
are underutilized by today’s advocates, and in part because lawyers often choose Push 
tactics by reflex, even when they are plainly futile.   
  
We have not intended a blanket criticism of Push tactics, however.  To assure that the 
class is offered a balanced menu we will stud ACT UP, which is both the name of an 
organization and a particular type of Push tactics.  
  
ACT UP is the acronym for AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, an organization that was 
founded in New York City in 1987, after which time it quickly spread with chapters 
across the U.S.  ACT UP specialized in unexpected, zany and disruptive demonstrations 
at symbolic, highly visible locations, generating anger and resentment from their targets 
and from bystanders as well.  
  
Groups typically resort to act up tactics when they feel that they are isolated, 
disrespected, backed into a corner, faced with a situation that feels desperate, and faced 
with powerful forces so solid and immovable that conventional tactics are doomed.   Act 
up tactics can be an unplanned explosion of pent up rage, or they can be strategic and 
deliberate, calculated to create a sense of urgency on the part of decision makers to “do 
something” and force players to rethink the way they understand the situation.  
 
Assignment:  
  

1. Read Frieze Magazine, Issue 149, September 2012, Readings pp. 1 – 4. Make notes to 
yourself on these questions:  

a) Why and how did the ACT UP tactics create such strong reactions, 
inflaming opponents of GLBT rights, inspiring many to “come out,” generating 
massive press coverage, and forcing many government decision makers and other 
elites to respond?  
 

b) Who were the main targets for ACT UP's tactics?  What were ACT UP’s main 
messages?   As you do the other readings, expand your list of targets and 
messages. 



c) What was the “stance” or attitude of ACT UP towards its targets and those who 
disagreed:  (Use the spectrum we developed earlier, friend – neutral – foe, or 
positive – neutral – negative. 

3.  Read the first excerpt from Deborah Gould’s book, found at Readings pp. 5 – 7, where 
she describes the reactions of her students to the idea of joining a disruptive 
demonstration. Think of the friends you hang around with; would they react the same 
way as her students?  Why do you think this is so? 
 
4.  Next, read Excerpt 2 from Deborah Gould, Readings pp. 8 – 17.  If Gould is right—
most people are uncomfortable with tactics that cause disruption and embarrass the 
targets—why did so many join in the ACT UP campaign?  What do you think of Gould's 
hypothesis that a single event from the policy stream was the catalyst? 
 
5.  Then, read the Christiansen and Hanson article, Readings pp. 18 – 25.  Christianson 
and Hanson defend the ACT UP tactics as an appropriate response to an unacceptable 
situation.  

a) How does the list of messages and targets in this article compare to the list you 
developed from the Frieze Magazine article and the Gould excerpts? 

b) They insist that ACT UP was not operating from a “foe” stance, but was 
fundamentally optimistic about the capacity of Americans to change.  Do you buy 
her arguments? 

c) As best you can, imagine yourself, at your age, living in the late 1980s.  Assume, 
for purposes of discussion, that one of your closest friends is dying of AIDS and 
you have already been writing letters to elected officials and discussing the issue 
with anyone who will listen friends.  Assume also that someone has invited you to 
join in a provocative ACT UP demonstration in Nashville.  What would be the 
arguments for joining in?  What would be arguments for saying, “Sorry, but no”? 
Can you guess what you would have done?   

6.  Reflect on the policy issue you are studying for your paper.  Assume that one of the 
parties involved in your issue has become so passionate that they are ready to organize an 
act up activity of some kind.   They invite you to brainstorm and come up with at least 
one suggestion that has the potential to upset the status quo, get press coverage and force 
key decision makers to stop and take notice.  See if you can come up with one. 
 
7.  The last section of the readings is included for you to glance over without reading it in 
any detail.  (Readings, pp. 26 – 35).  It is a good example of how an organization touts its 
accomplishments in newsletters and web sites; the clear implication is that ACT UP 
alone delivered these outcomes.  In reality there were many people and organizations 
working toward the same objectives using different tactics; some contemporary activists 
say that ACT UP is taking credit for things that were actually brought about by more 
conventional strategies that were employed by other groups.   
 



Assignment, Class 14, Nov 19, 2014 
 

In 2001, three days of rioting followed the killing of an unarmed Black youth by a police 
officer in Cincinnati, Ohio.  On August 9 2014 the same scenario was played out in Ferguson, 
Missouri, with one difference:  Cincinnati was repeatedly mentioned as a city where relationships 
between police and the African-American community have been dramatically improved.  This 
week we look at the advocacy strategies responsible for that turnaround.  

Assignments:   

1.  Readings, pp. 1 – 11:  Strategic advocacy consists of goals, objectives, tactics, targets and 
messages, all connected to a theory of change.  After covering the introductory material, read 
carefully the Washington Post article found at Readings pp. 6 – 11; highlight as many examples 
as you can find of 

a) tactics used by advocates,  

b) objectives that advocates wanted to achieve, and  

c) statements that reveal theories of change or beliefs about how best to influence the 
feelings, perceptions and actions of other parties. 

2.  Readings, pp. 12 – 19: This excerpt gives you an insight into the strategic thinking of Al 
Gerhardstein and the challenges he faced as he tried to bring others around to embrace his vision. 

a) How would you describe his “theory of change” for how to reduce police misbehavior 
and improve police-community relations?  How does it differ from an approach that 
relies primarily on litigation and court orders?  

b) Looking at the collaborative process from the perspective of each of the major 
stakeholding groups he discusses, what were the risks that each of them incurred by 
participating in the process?  

c) How would you describe Gerhardstein’s “stance” towards each major stakeholding 
group. 

d) Where would you put his strategy towards each major stakeholding group on the 
spectrum from push to invite to blend?  

3.  Readings, pp. 20 – 31:  Two other perspectives on Gerhardstein’s strategy 

a) Read the Rothman excerpt (pp. 20 – 24).  We will divide the class into two sides of 
the table.  Assume we have been asked to advise a foundation in St. Louis over the 
potential risks and benefits of using the ARIA C3 tool in Ferguson.  Those on stage 
left  (i.e., to my left) will try to list the benefits; those on stage right will call attention 
to the risks and challenges.   

b) Read the law review article excerpt. (26 – 30) 

i) Would the terms of the negotiated agreement have been different without the 
ARIA C3 process?   

ii) To what extent did the negotiators feel bound by the agreements that came out of 
the ARIA C3 process?   

iii) Looking back with the benefit of hindsight, how much, if anything did the ARIA 
processes contribute to the eventual outcomes, above and beyond what could 
have been delivered by the lawsuit, the consent decree and the DoJ Memorandum 
of Understanding?  



Strategic Advocacy, the 10 Question Template, and how it all works 

 

1.  How shall we describe what is happening? 

As a flow of outcomes in a domain or policy subsystem, e.g. Death rate, crime rate, frequency 
of police-on-civilian violent acts, population, birth rate. 

2.  Why do things happen?  What determines the direction of a particular flow of outcomes?   

Assumption 1:  Human beings can discern why things happen.   

Assumption 2:  A myriad of variables influence the direction of flow, including,  
A. Biophysical constraints 
B.  Conditions of Society 
C.  Policies & Rules 
D.  Events 

3.  The purpose of strategies for social and public policy change (public policy advocacy) is to 
alter the future flow of outcomes away from the WTA and in the direction of WTOTB (our 
Goals).  

 

4.  The big picture:  Creating a strategy for getting from TWTA to the TWTOTB: 

The flow of outcomes cannot be changed in one fell swoop.  It requires a series of steps or 
intermediate objectives.   

Advocates identify the needed steps or intermediate objectives based on their perceptions of 
causal relationships and policy beliefs. Example:   Al Gerhardstein 

Goal:  Citizens are free from crime, law enforcement happens without respect to 
race or class, level of violence and coercion used by police against citizens is 
low, level of trust between citizens and police is high.  

Intermediate objectives:  Changed policies on use of force and racial profiling, 
appropriate data gathering for accountability and transparency, community 
policing in place of command-and-control policing. 

Based on policy beliefs, which provide a theory or a working hypothesis about 
why and how this mix of changes will alter the flow of outcomes towards 
TWTOTB.  

Strategy:  A strategy is a plan for how to get from A to B, from here to there.  

• He believed he could get a court order at the end of trial, but that order 
would be too narrow; it would not deliver his Intermediate Objectives. 

• He also believed that the changes in police behavior required a change in 
attitudes by police and the community, none of which could be achieved 
by coercion alone.   

• His strategy was to  
o secure an agreement that would cover as many of his 

intermediate objectives as possible; 
o get buy-in from line officers by including the police union at the 

negotiating table 
o get buy in from the grass roots African-American community by 



including the newest, most activist, and least controllable Black 
leaders at the table (the Black United Front)  

o incorporate the terms of the agreement into a consent decree, 
enforceable in case the city changed its mind (which he thought 
likely once the pressure from the riots was off. 

5.  Zooming in and setting priorities and objectives for work on a daily basis. 

Based on what has been happening, one or more of the intermediate objectives becomes the 
focus of attention.  On a daily basis you zoom; as you do so, objectives from the higher 
level become the goals, and the objectives for daily work emerge as the steps between here 
and there. 

For example, in Gerhardstein’s situation in March 2001, his immediate objectives So, his 
immediate objectives became 

• Persuade he police union to become a party to the lawsuit for the limited purpose of 
being a full participant in the negotiations, and  

• Persuade the city council to support hiring Jay Rothman to use the ARIA C3 
process, the only way he knew to generate interest and buy-in from the grass roots. 

Requires analysis or assumptions about what it will take to influence “who” 
to do the needed “what.”   

 

6.  The Advocacy Strategy; revising it in real time: 

An advocacy strategy is a plan for how to shift situation from the conditions at point A to the 
conditions at point B.  Once the goal and immediate objective is known, the elements of 
strategic advocacy become targets, tactics, messages and a theory of change. 

To persuade the police union to become a member of the negotiations: 

• His theory of change was that the union would act on its own best interests; 
• His tactic was private communications with the union’s lawyer, a person with 

whom Gerhardstein had a long relationship; 
• the message was that the city would be willing to sell the union down the river 

unless it was at the table to protect its own interests.   

To persuade the city council to approve hiring Jay Rothman’s ARIA group and agree to 
participate in the collaborative agreement 

• His theory of change was that the council members would vote based on the amount 
of public presure they felt; 

• His message was that this process would help heal the wounds from the riots;  
• His tactic was to create a sense of crisis through the media’s attention the natural 

drama and by getting endorsements from every civic organization he could find; 
• When supporters suggested that a “yes” would lead the Black United Front to call off 

its boycott of the city, he neither agreed nor disagreed; 

When it was clear that he would be one or two votes short, he appealed to the Archbishop of 
the Catholic Church to stage a rare appearance at the city council.  Cincinnati’s blue collar 
white community is overwhelmingly Catholic; the Archbishop agreed, largely due to the 
advocacy campaign to get all of the civic groups to agree, with the surrounding publicity.  



About the final paper for this course 
Date of this version:  October 18, 2014 
 
	  
Due Date:  Your paper will be due at noon on Friday, December 12, the final day of exams.   
 

Length: You may choose your font size and margins; in any event the word count should not 
exceed 6,000.  There is no minimum.  A well-written 13-page paper will receive a higher 
grade than 20 pages of turgid, disorganized, repetitive prose from an all-nighter.  
 
Style:  Your paper should be written in the form of a memo to a living person, and existing 
organization or group, or a proposed organization or coalition made up of people or groups 
that you name.  The memo should be written in a form to give them advice on strategy and 
tactics, and also to convince them that they should follow your advice. 
 
Topics to be covered: 
 

1.  Summary:  the memo should start as follows:  “The purpose of this memo is . . . 
.”  Come back to this sentence as you create your outline and write; change it if 
necessary as you go along. Following this sentence, you should provide a succinct 
summary of the major ideas in the paper in one paragraph. Imagine that some senior 
person in the organization will read only the summary and a 
few selected paragraphs.  You should spend some time polishing this paragraph;  this 
skill—writing an informative and powerful summary—is one you will need in practice.   

 
2.  A brief statement about what you understand to be the mission, wants, interests 
and needs of the person or group you are writing to. Don’t try to psychoanalyze or 
go deep.  Say, in a straightforward way, what “we “ are for. 

 
3.  The context:  Describe the policy problem and important events leading up to 
the situation that is the subject of your memo.   This section should be longer than 
the first two. 

 
4.  The challenge we face:  Here, you address “what’s happening” in a way that sets 
up your proposed solution.  In some cases the problem is that our favored policy 
proposal has been defeated repeatedly.  In others, we have identified a problem but 
we don’t have a good policy solution (“preferred path”).  The challenge may be a 
lack of awareness or sense of urgency about the problem among decision makers.  
It may be the power of those who are on opposite “sides.”  You should not be too 
inventive here, but rather to summarize what is known by the person who is 
receiving the memo. 

 
5.  The short-term objective (e.g., your policy solution).  In class we discussed the short-
term objective as one element of an advocacy strategy.  You may find it to be easier to 
describe the short-term objective or policy solution in its own section.  In any event, the 



paper must describe your proposed policy solution or short-term objective and why it 
constitutes a positive step towards the organization’s long-term goals.   

 
6. The proposed advocacy strategy, and why it will work.  In this section, if not 
before, you should also describe the sources of resistance and how you propose to 
engage, bypass, transform or overcome them. 

 
This is not supposed to be a policy analysis paper; it is a paper about a strategy to change 
social conditions and/or public policy. 

 
For most of you, the preferred path is already on the table, in which case the creative part is 
new strategic approach.  You will spend relatively more space explaining and defending the 
new tactics, messages and theory of change.  For others, the heart of your strategy is a new short-
term objective or policy solution. If you fall into this latter group you will spend relatively 
more time explaining the solution.  However, do not invest a large amount of time in 
analyzing the policy problem unless a new proposed policy solution is needed to 
gather support or reduce resistance. 
 
You do not need to have six named sections to your paper.  You should structure it in a way 
to make a clear and convincing case and include the above elements.  The papers will be 
graded using the following rubric:   
 

1.  Covers each of the six items noted above. 30 points. 
2.  Has enough concrete detail in the “context” and the 
“challenge” so that the reader can understand the issue and 
the difficulty without consulting other sources. 

25 points 

3.  Written in a well-organized, convincing manner. 10 points 

4.  Uses concepts, cases, frameworks and ideas from the 
course in an appropriate manner. 10 points 

5.  Includes policy solutions and advocacy strategies 
that are plausible, described in concrete terms, in 
sufficient detail to be assessed by a sophisticated 
reader. 

25 points 

Bonus points:  
1. Contains one or more sentences that would make it into 
the next speech of the CEO of the target organization 
because they are so succinct and evocative. 

Up to 5 points 

2. Contains an innovative proposed policy idea. Up to 5 points 

3. Contains an innovative proposed advocacy strategy. Up to 5 points 

4. Has a clear, tight logic between the challenge to be 
addressed, the preferred path and the strategy. Up to 5 points 
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